
Tips for Using Core5 in Summer Programs
Remote Learning Considerations (2020)
Summer school is typically an opportunity for students to make continued progress with skills 
they have developed during the school year. This summer, however, brings new challenges  
as many students have been out of the classroom for an unprecedented amount of time. 
If your district is holding remote summer programs, here are some tips to help with planning 
during this unique time.

Prepare students for Core5 home use
If your students did not use Core5 at home during 
the school year, the Summer Home Use Letter 
explains to families how to log in and support their 
reader at home. Available in English and Spanish.

Set reasonable goals for online work
Maximizing time spent online is particularly important 
for students working in a Core5 level that is below 
their grade level. Work with families to help them 
schedule time for learning that will allow students  
to reach their personalized weekly goal. 

Go to Guidelines for Home Use

Provide targeted, individual instruction
Teacher-led support may be especially helpful now 
for students who have been out of the classroom  
and working below grade level. Think creatively  
about how to use your school’s recommended  
video meeting platform to provide targeted support 
using Lexia Lessons. Remember to check the Class 
Overview tab in myLexia for recommended Lexia 
Lessons for each student.  

Go to myLexia

Deliver whole group lessons
As time allows, think about how to use Lexia Lessons 
for whole group, virtual instruction. Within the  
whole group, determine the grade level that is most 
appropriate for the largest number of students and 
start by teaching the lessons designated for this 
grade. Adaptations included in each Lexia Lesson  
will help you differentiate your instruction.

Promote practice using Lexia Skill Builders
Lexia Skill Builders are downloadable practice 
materials that reinforce and enhance online learning. 
They can be printed or completed on a device with  
a PDF markup tool. Consider sharing Skill Builders 
from the previous two levels a student completed as 
one way to review skills that were covered during 
the school year.  

Boost engagement with hands-on learning
Suggest fun, hands-on activities to keep students 
engaged in learning during the summer program. 
Weekly assignments may include suggestions from 
Lexia’s Read @ Home newsletter. Choose activity 
ideas that match student’s reading levels and  
share with families. Share the Summer Reading 
Bingo Challenge with students for more literacy-
building activities.  

Go to At-Home Resources

Celebrate success!
Because it can be challenging to keep students 
motivated during summer months, find reasons  
to celebrate. Student successes can include 
completion of an activity, good attendance, or 
perseverance through challenging tasks. Lexia 
Student Achievement materials can be found on  
the Core5 Resources Hub. 

Go to Student Achievement
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http://www.lexialearningresources.com/Core5/s2h/Core5_Summer_Home_Use_Letter.pdf
http://www.lexialearningresources.com/Core5/s2h/Core5_Summer_Home_Use_Letter_SP.pdf
http://www.lexialearningresources.com/Core5/s2h/Core5_Guide_Extended_School_Closures.pdf
https://auth.mylexia.com//mylexiaLogin?redirect=%2F%2Fwww.mylexia.com%2Fmylexiaweb%2Fapp%2Findex.html
http://www.lexialearningresources.com/tr_core5_s2h.html
http://www.lexialearningresources.com/tr_core5_achievement.html
https://www.lexialearning.com

